FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Halil Sarica

Olivia Garcia

4 reviews

3 reviews

I have been using their service for many years. I never
disappointed. I am remodeling my kitchen right now. Mr.
Emre helped me with design and choosing right cabinets
for my project. While everything is on backorder
nowadays. They have Everything I need in stock!!! even
though I choose their modern look gloss cabinets to make
European style kitchen they still have the cabinets I need in
stock. I can’t explain how I am happy with their service! I
deﬁnitely recommend them if you want high quality
cabinets and good service!

It has been a wonderful experience working with
Cabinetera and I am extremely happy with my Kitchen.
Thank you Nur.

sputnik1963

lillie gaskins
1 review
I highly recommend cabinetera for all your kitchen and
bath needs. great customer service too.

1 review

KC O

We recently had our kitchen counters replaced. We found
the team at ERA to be friendly, knowledgeable, and
accessible--even after the job was completed and we had
some minor changes we wanted to make. Selection was
what you'd ﬁnd elsewhere, and the prices also really
competitive. We had a really positive experience.

Great group to work with. Small kitchen... new cabinets,
counter top. 5 day renovation some small issues that were
ﬁxed very quickly with little issues. Very happy with
purchase, and work done.

14 reviews

Sercan Turan
Pia Modena

8 reviews

5 reviews
I was looking cabinet store to change my cabinets and my
friend recommend Cabinet era. They came to my home
and asked my budget and what I want. They did what I
exactly want within my budget. They worked
professionally and the most important one is they are
punctual. They take the cabinets what time they promise.
Highly recommend

Hundreds of great options to choose. Very quick and clean
work. Amazing staff and workers. Last but not least,
amazing company owner with great personality and
hospitality. Well Done Cabinet ERA family...

Samuel Cruz
7 reviews
Great cabinets well put together. Beautiful marble and
wood.

yuty c
2 reviews
I and my husband decided to restore our kitchen. We
searched from google and found cabinet era. That was a
great experience for us. The price is reasonable and the
team is very professional. I recommend Cabinet Era to
everyone.

Denise Rebelo Cardoso

William Curtis Jameson
1 review
Hey there again, I hope you can remember me, the chatter
box my friends call me. Both kicthen and bathroom look
amazing right now. I call my friends in the neighbourhood
to make them jealous, they loved them. Thanks to you
guys, you are number one.

2 reviews
I have nothing but wonderful things to say about . They
have a very good choice of products, along with
outstanding staff to assist with the myriad choices that
must be made when remodeling. Most importantly, all the
staff are so kind and knowledgeable, and offer
outstanding customer service. I highly recommend them.

Andrea Mulan

Daniel Lazenby (Daniel L)

Monette Lisand

Local Guide · 292 reviews

Local Guide · 12 reviews

Friendly and very helpful staff. Took the time to listen
about my purchasing needs and quality I was seeking.
They asked me about my budget for the purchase and
then proceeded to provide several options and
recommendations that met my needs and was within my
budget. Now that I know about these folks, Cabinet Era will
be the ﬁrst place I go when I next need a cabinet(s).

Thanks for your advice and now the bathroom looks really
nice. If it weren't for you I do not know how it will look! You
remodeling team is a real expert.

Stephanie Crowley Maine

Honest guys, easy to work. They have great knowledge
even for small details. I recommend anyone who
need cabinets.

17 reviews
Well quality cabinets, and the customer service is great.
They have done the kitchen with professionalism.

5 reviews
Great service and high quality. They are really
professionals on their work. You describe what you want
and the team do it. Highly recommended

Michael Roberts
3 reviews

Thomas Gagnon
3 reviews

Sarah Curtin
Local Guide · 96 reviews
Found this business looking to add more kitchen cabinets
after buying condo where seller only installed half of
cabinets that should have been there. Matched myJ&K
cabinets and installed perfectly. John is super easy to
work with! Totally happy with ERA's job!

Falls Church

We checked 3 different cabinet companies, Cabinetera is
the best you can ﬁnd great quality with many different
options. We got our cabinets in 5 business days. Highly
recommend.

Baltimore

Waldorf
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